military specializations

soldier
resource: combo

Gain 1 Combo whenever you successfully damage a target with an
attack action.

military specialization
suppressing fire
full action

no roll

Use your ranged weapon to pin down targets in cover until your next turn. You get a ranged
weapon interrupt attack against suppressed targets that leave cover.
Suppressed targets take -3 to their defensive rolls against the interrupt attack.
Targets hit by the interrupt attack must make a Willpower check against Fear.

overwatch
full action

no roll

Get ready to respond to enemy threats with lethal force. You get a ranged weapon interrupt
attack against the next enemy that makes an offense or movement action within range.
The critical threshold of the interrupt attack is lowered by 2.
Spend 1 Combo to cause the Overwatch effect to last until your next turn.

a s s a u lt
free action

no roll

Spend 1 Combo at any time to put your military training to work, adding your Reflex attribute
to the damage of your next ranged weapon attack.
The Assault effect lasts for the entire combat round.
Spend 2 additional Combo to also increase your Initiative by 1.

super soldier
free action

innate: gunshift
passive
Enable the use of alternate firing modes for your ranged weapons.
Full Auto - Lowers attack action roll by 3, but hits all targets in front of you.
Shotgun - Lowers range by 1 level, but increases damage by 1x. No melee penalty.
Charge - Skip a turn to double the next attack’s damage.

no roll

Spend 5 Combo to become an army of one, increasing all of your offense and defense action
rolls by 3 until the next combat round.
You are also Fortified and gain Advantage when you activate this ability.
The Fortified effect is refreshed at the start of each turn until the next combat round.

champion
resource: combo

Gain 1 Combo whenever you successfully damage a target with an
attack action.

military specialization
devastate
free action
Spend 1 Combo to bring all of your strength to bear, adding your Vigor attribute to the
damage of your next melee attack.
The Devastate effect lasts for the entire combat round.
Spend 1 additional Combo to cause your Devastate attacks to knock targets down.

determination
passive
Your battle resolve is without equal. Whenever you lose an Endurance value, you gain 1
Combo.
The Determination effect also triggers when you lose an Armor value.
You can spend 2 Combo to allow multiple Endurance values to absorb the total damage
received from an enemy’s attack this turn.

shockwave
full action

vigor

Spend 2 Combo to supercharge your melee attack, projecting a wave of kinetic energy at a
target in an Adjacent Zone.
Shockwave can be used to strike all targets in your current zone instead.
Shockwave now shares the same damage type as your equipped melee weapon.

grand slam
full action

innate: overwhelm
passive
As you build momentum, your combat effectiveness dramatically increases. Your melee
attacks deal 1 additional damage for each Combo you have in stock, up to a maximum of 10.

vigor

Spend 5 Combo to leap into the Adjacent Zone and slam a melee attack into the ground. The
resulting shockwave adds your Vigor attribute to the attack damage and strikes all targets in
the zone.
Grand Slam also knocks down affected targets and leaves you Fortified.
Grand Slam now shares the same damage type as your equipped melee weapon.

operative
resource: riposte

Gain 1 Riposte whenever you successfully defend against attack.

military specialization
predict vectors
half action

reflex

Your lightning reflexes increase your dodge action rolls by 3 for a number of turns equal to
the degrees of success.
Predict Vectors also increases your ranged weapon attack rolls by 3.
While under Predict Vectors’ effect, you can spend 1 Riposte after dodging an attack to have
that attack strike an enemy past you in the line of fire.

gun fu
free action

no roll

Spend 1 Riposte to use your ranged weapons in melee combat with no penalty this turn.
The Gun Fu effect lasts for the entire combat round.
Your ranged weapon attacks used in melee combat add your Vigor attribute to the attack
damage while under Gun Fu’s effects.

return fire
free action

reflex

You can spend 2 Riposte after dodging an enemy attack to immediately counter attack with
your ranged weapon. The counter attack uses your Dodge action’s degrees of success.
Add your Reflex attribute to the counter attack’s damage.
Killing a target with the counter attack grants you 1 Riposte.

not without incident
full action

reflex

Spend 5 Riposte to perform a ranged weapon attack that hits every target within range.

innate: tracers
passive
Whenever you miss your target with a ranged weapon attack, you gain 1 Riposte.

All enemy targets in the Same Zone must make a Willpower check against Fear.
Spend any additional number of Riposte to make that many basic ranged weapon attacks
after the initial effect of Not Without Incident is complete.

duelist

military specialization

resource: riposte

Gain 1 Riposte whenever you successfully defend against attack.

denial
free action

no roll

You can spend 2 Riposte after parrying an enemy melee attack to immediately counter attack
with your melee weapon. The counter attack uses your Parry action’s degrees of success.
You can use your melee weapon to parry an enemy ranged attack targeting you. This does
not work against explosive attacks.
You can spend 2 Riposte after parrying an enemy ranged attack to redirect the shot to a
different target. The redirected shot uses your Parry action’s degrees of success, but deals
damage appropriate to the source of the attack.

expertise
free action

no roll

Spend 2 Riposte at any time to exploit your enemy’s weaknesses, adding your Reflex
attribute to the damage of your next melee attack.
The Expertise effect lasts for the entire combat round.
While you are under Expertise’s effect, your melee attack action rolls are increased by 3.

vigilance
full action

no roll

Get ready to respond to enemy threats with lethal force. You get a melee weapon
interrupt attack against the next enemy that enters your current zone or attempts to
attack from within it.
The critical threshold of the interrupt attack is lowered by 2.
Spend 1 Riposte to cause the Vigilance effect to last until your next turn.

mortal blow
full action
Spend 5 Riposte to strike a target’s Life directly with your melee weapon.

innate: parry
free action

vigor

You can use your melee weapon to parry an enemy melee attack targeting you. An
improvised weapon will be destroyed after being used to parry.

Targets hit with 5 degrees of success must make a Willpower save against Fear.
If this ability kills the target, your spent Riposte is refunded.

vigor

grenadier
resource: power

Gain maximum Power at the start of each combat round.

military specialization
seeker missile
full action

reflex

Spend 2 Power to reconfigure an explosive cell into a missile that deals 4x damage to a single
target within Line of Sight. Missiles are capable of dealing 1x damage to Vehicle tier targets.
Seeker Missile’s tracking systems increase the attack action roll by +3.
Spend 1 Power when Seeker Missile is evaded to cause the missile to attack the target again
on your next turn.

tactical mines
full action

reflex

Spend 2 Power to reconfigure an explosive cell into a mine that can be deployed into
a zone and sticks to surfaces. Any enemy that enters the zone will trigger a detonation
for 3x damage.
Your mines can be set for manual detonation. In this form they will remain dormant until
activated, which you can do at any time as a free interrupt action.
Your mines have integrated cloaking systems that render them invisible.

artillery
full action

reflex

Spend 3 Power to launch an explosive cell into a zone at extended range. You are Immobilized
until your next turn. This attack requires a spotter or some other means of targeting at
extended range.
Targets hit by the force of Artillery’s explosion are knocked down.
Affected targets must make a Willpower check against Fear.

cluster blast
full action

innate: demolitions
passive
You have access to an explosive cell launcher system that increases the range at which you
can fire grenades to Line of Sight. Your advanced knowledge of explosives allows you to rig
powerful detonators using explosive cells out of combat.

reflex

Fire up to 3 explosive cells for 2 Power each as either grenades, missiles, or mines. Each
explosive has a different target. These explosives deal 1x less damage.
You are able to direct Compound Blast onto a single target.
The maximum number of explosive cells that can be fired is increased to 5.

sharpshooter
resource: focus

military specialization

perfect shot

Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

full action

reflex

Show off your peerless precision by spending any number of Focus to increase the damage of
this ranged weapon attack by 2 points each.
You can lock on after this attack, keeping your action roll against that target until Line of
Sight is lost or until attacking a different target.
This attack’s critical threshold against your locked target is reduced by 2.

stay on target
passive
Taking damage no longer clears the effects of Steady Aim.
You can spend 1 Focus at any time to clear yourself of Fear, Rage, or Confusion.
Your Willpower checks are increased by 1 for each point of Focus you have.

hunker down
passive
Increases the cover penalty of enemy attacks against you by 2.
Steady Aim allows you to make ranged weapon attacks without leaving half cover or having
to fire blind.
Taking damage while in cover causes you to become Fortified.

grim reaper
full action

reflex

Spend 5 Focus to strike a target’s Life directly with your ranged weapon.

innate: steady aim
free action

no roll

Spend 1 Focus to increase the action rolls of your ranged weapon attacks by 2 points and
increase your attack range by 1 level for the duration of the combat round. Moving or taking
damage will clear this beneficial effect.

Targets hit with 5 degrees of success must make a Willpower save against Fear.
If this ability kills the target, your spent Focus is refunded.

ghost

military specialization

resource: focus

surprise attack

Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

free action

no roll

Spend 1 Focus while invisible to strike from the shadows, increasing the damage of your
attack actions this turn by 1x.
While under Surprise Attack’s effect, your attack action rolls are increased by 1 for each Focus
you have, up to a maximum of +5.
If the first attack was successful, spend 1 additional Focus to gain an extra attack action this
turn.

s t e a lt h e c h o
free action

no roll

Spend 1 Focus after going invisible to leave behind a holographic echo that will fool your
opponents. The echo will be destroyed after taking any damage.
Enemies that destroy your echo with a melee attack are stunned for 1 turn.
When your echo is destroyed, it Blinds all targets in the same zone for 1 turn.

elusive
free action

no roll

Spend 1 Focus after a successful dodge action to immediately turn invisible.
Spend 2 Focus after your attack action defeats a target to immediately turn invisible.
Spend 2 Focus after taking a strike against your life to Blind all targets within Line of Sight for
one turn and immediately turn invisible.

shadow dance
free action

Spend 5 Focus as you attack an enemy while invisible. If the target is defeated, you remain
invisible and attack another target. This continues until an enemy survives your attack.

innate: personal cloak
half action

no roll

no roll

Your cloaking device makes you completely invisible and muffles any sound you make. Your
enemies require special scanning equipment in order to detect your presence. Making any
full or half action that targets something other than yourself will end this effect.

If you have at least 2 Focus remaining after activating Shadow Dance, the critical threshold of
your attacks is lowered by 2.
While affected by Shadow Dance, add the associated attribute for your attack to the damage
dealt to wounded targets.

commander
resource: focus
Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

military specialization
mark target
half action

no roll

Spend 1 Focus to designate an enemy as the primary target for your team. Anyone that
attacks the marked target has their attack action rolls increased by +2. Only one target may
be marked at a time.
When the marked target is defeated, all allies that attacked it gain 1 Specialization Resource
of their choosing.
Allies gain 1 additional Specialization Resource when the marked target is defeated.

rally point
full action

presence

Spend 2 Focus to designate your current zone as a rally point. The zone removes one
detrimental effect from allies each turn for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Allies within the zone have their defensive rolls increased by +2.
Allies that skip a turn inside the Rally Point gain an additional Specialization Resource.

bright idea
half action

no roll

Spend 1 Focus to suggest an action to an allied target within communications range. If the
action is performed as suggested, it gains +3 to the action roll.
When the suggested action is performed, the user gains Luck until the their next turn.
If the suggested action is a success, the user gains a bonus Specialization Resource.

grand plan
full action

presence

Spend 5 Focus to grant Luck to each ally within communications range for a number of turns
equal to the degrees of success.

innate: Strategic timing
passive
Sometimes it is better to let others act first so that you can respond accordingly. You are able
to move your unused actions down the initiative track to act multiple times in a later turn.

Affected allies are immune to and cleared of Fear, Rage, and Confusion for the duration
of the effect.
Grand Plan also grants 3 Specialization Resources to all affected allies upon activation.

technical specializations

engineer

technical specialization

resource: focus

quick fix

Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to restore a mechanical target’s highest lost Endurance
Value or remove one strike against their Life. This action stabilizes Dying targets. This ability
will also restore malfunctioning and broken equipment to working order.
You can use this ability to repair any target’s highest lost Armor value instead. Spend a
second Focus to activate both effects.
The target is also Fortified and one detrimental effect is cleared.

disintegration
full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to send hostile nanites to disintegrate the enemy. This
attack deals 1x Armor Destructive damage to an enemy target. This attack is invisible and
cannot be defended against, but is unable to affect targets protected by Barriers.
The target is Burned for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Spend 2 additional Focus to affect all enemies within the target zone.

energy transfer
half action

no roll

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to grant an allied mechanical target +2 to their next
action roll.
The target also gains 1 Specialization Resource.
Spend 2 additional Focus to affect all allies within the target zone.

damage control
full action

innate: rapid fabrication
full action

intellect

During combat you can use your nanofax to generate plasteel in the desired shape with up
to the approximate mass of the average door. Objects can also be deconstructed, though
this requires the object be completely still.

intellect

Spend 5 Focus with your nanofax to repair the highest lost Armor Value of each ally in the
target zone for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Targets are Fortified against further damage upon activation of this ability.
The Fortified effect is refreshed every turn for the duration of Damage Control.

medic

technical specialization

resource: focus

treat injury

Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to restore a biological target’s highest lost Endurance Value
or remove one strike against their Life. This action stabilizes Dying targets.
Spend a second Focus to Regenerate the target for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success.
The target is also Fortified and one detrimental condition is cleared.

medical supervision
full action

intellect

Spend 3 Focus with your nanofax to cause a biological target to automatically restore their
lowest lost Endurance Value upon taking damage to their Endurance for a number of turns
equal to the degrees of success.
The next time the target’s Life would receive a strike, the strike is ignored.
Spend 1 Focus at any time to refresh the Life protection effect of Medical Supervision.

nanotoxin
full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to send nanites to Poison an enemy biological target for
a number of turns equal to the degrees of success. This attack is invisible and cannot be
defended against, but is unable to affect targets protected by Barriers.
The target is flooded with hallucinogens, causing them to be Confused for the duration
of the effect.
Spend 2 additional Focus to affect all biological enemies within the target zone.

triage center
full action

innate: diagnosis
half action

intellect

Use your nanofax to send medical nanites into a biological target to assess their condition
and restore their lowest lost Endurance Value. All active detrimental effects on the target
have their duration reduced by 1 turn.

intellect

Spend 5 Focus with your nanofax to restore the highest lost Endurance Value of each
biological ally in the target zone for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Affected targets have one detrimental condition cleared by Triage Center at the start of
each turn.
Affected targets have one strike against their Life removed at the start of each turn and are
stabilized if they are Dying.

scientist

technical specialization

resource: focus

dampening field

Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to apply a dampening field to the target for a number of
turns equal to the degrees of success. Allies attacking targets affected by Dampening Field
have their critical threshold lowered by 2.
Damage received by Allies from targets affected by Dampening Field is reduced by half.
Spend an additional 2 Focus to affect all enemies in the target zone.

barrier implosion
full action

intellect

Spend 2 Focus with your nanofax to remove all Barrier from the target and deal damage
equal to the highest Barrier Value removed.
The target takes double the damage of the highest Barrier Value removed.
The target is unable to have Barrier Values for a number of turns equal to the degrees
of success.

graviton surge
full action

intellect

Spend 3 Focus with your nanofax to cause the target zone to Immobilize all targets within it
for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Affected targets lose their lowest available Endurance Value at the start of each turn for the
duration of the effect.
Targets are levitated out of cover and into the air for the duration of the effect.

subspace rift
full action

innate: sensor analysis
passive

Your awareness actions are enhanced by your nanofax to reveal details about a target such
as their available equipment, specializations, and current condition. You may also attempt
to locate and track invisible targets. Sensor data can be freely relayed to allies within
communications range.

intellect

Spend 5 Focus with your nanofax to open a rift in the target zone for a number of turns equal
to the degrees of success. All targets not in cover lose their highest available Endurance,
Armor, and Barrier Values at the start of each turn.
Targets in the affected zone are completely cut off from all communications.
Targets not in cover lose 1 Specialization Resource at the start of each turn.

hacker

technical specialization

resource: focus

electromagnetic pulse

Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to fire an electromagnetic pulse that causes all technology
carried by the target to become non-functional until the end of their next turn. This attack
deals 1x mental damage to a mechanical target.
Spend 1 additional Focus to cause a mechanical target to lose 1 Initiative.
Spend 1 additional Focus to affect all targets and technological systems within the
target zone.

malfunction
full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to disrupt a specific piece of technology, preventing
its use for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success. This ability can also restore
malfunctioning equipment to working order.
You gain access to the affected technology and may cause a special malfunction effect.
Spend 1 additional Focus to cause the malfunctioning equipment to be permanently broken
after the effect ends. The broken equipment must be repaired before it will function again.

s t e a lt h v i r u s
full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus to plant a virus in an enemy system without alerting them to its presence. This
allows continuous access to the enemy network and communications as long as you remain
within planetary range.
You are able to plant false data into the enemy computer system to misdirect them and
disrupt their ability to coordinate.
ou can maintain the link to your virus anywhere you have network access.

override
innate: cyber warfare
passive
You have access to local enemy networks and communication systems, allowing you
to eavesdrop on their conversations and manipulate unprotected systems. Allied
communications are given enhanced encryption to prevent enemy access. You may attempt
to locate and track invisible targets with an awareness action. You can attempt to force an
Imposed mechanical target to perform an action against their will on their turn.

full action

intellect

Spend 5 Focus to seize control of an imposed mechanical target for a number of turns equal
to the degrees of success.
While under your control, all of the target’s action rolls are increased by 2.
The target takes one strike against their Life at the end of the effect.

projector

technical specialization

resource: focus

tech barrier

Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to generate a 3x Barrier Value for an allied target.
Spend 1 additional Focus to affect all allies in the target zone.
You are able to generate two Barrier Values in a single action.

force field
full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus with your nanofax to generate a force field to contain objects or restrict
passage through an area with the ability to absorb 4x damage.
Spend 1 additional Focus to energize the force field, dealing 2x damage to anything that
comes into contact with it. Alternatively, the force field can be used to contain an enemy
target, removing it from combat until the field is destroyed.
Your force fields are invisible and are able to absorb 6x damage.

decoy hologram
full action

intellect

Spend 1 Focus to generate a convincing holographic decoy that fools organic and mechanical
targets alike for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success. The hologram is destroyed
after taking any damage.
The hologram gives a convincing illusion of injury and is no longer destroyed upon
taking damage.
Spend 2 additional Focus to project multiple holograms into a zone for a number of turns
equal to the degrees of success. Enemies within the affected zone must make a Intellect
check against Confusion.

photonic drones
full action

intellect

Spend 5 Focus to generate a number of Photonic Drones equal to the degrees of success.
Each drone is able to move or make one pistol type attack during your turn and is destroyed
after sustaining a single hit.

innate: reactive defense
passive
You are trained to automatically raise Barriers whenever you are in danger. Whenever you
lose an Armor or Endurance Value, you gain a Barrier Value equal to what you lost.

Photonic Drones can be set to explode when destroyed, dealing 2x damage to all targets in
the same zone.
Photonic Drones now make rifle type attacks and have a Barrier allowing them to sustain
two hits before being destroyed and making them immune to the explosions from other
destroyed drones.

guardian

technical specialization

resource: riposte

shield

Gain 1 Riposte whenever you successfully defend against attack.

free action

vigor

Use your nanofax to generate an energy shield to defend yourself against incoming melee
and ranged attacks. The shield mitigates 3x damage from the incoming enemy attack.
Spend 1 Riposte to increase the size of your shield to defend against attacks that affect the
entire zone.
Spend 1 Riposte to increase your shield’s mitigation to 5x.

r e s o lv e
passive
Whenever you lose an Endurance value, you gain 1 Riposte.
You can spend 3 Riposte at any time to restore your highest lost Endurance value.
Your damage increases equal to the number of Riposte you have in stock.

unstoppable
passive
You no longer lose your ability to act when you are Dying, continuing to perform as though
you were in the Wounded state.
You have Luck whenever you are in the Dying state.
You can spend 1 Riposte to negate all penalties for being Wounded until your next turn.

aegis
full action

innate: protector
passive
Once per turn, you are able to intercept attacks aimed at an ally within the same zone. You
become the new target of the attack and are able to defend against it as usual. The targeted
ally is now considered to be in Half Cover for as long as they remain behind you.

vigor

Spend 5 Riposte with your nanofax to expand a shield into a dome that covers the entire
zone, preventing all outside damage to targets within for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success. However, attacks from within cannot escape the aegis either. The aegis
does not prevent movement in and out of the area, but you must remain completely still in
order to maintain the effect.
The protection of the Aegis helps to calm the nerves of your allies, clearing them of Fear,
Rage, and Confusion upon activation.
Attacks from within are able to pass through the Aegis unhindered.

temper

technical specialization

resource: power

blaze

Gain maximum Power at the start of each combat round.

full action

intellect

Spend 1 Power with your nanofax to launch a surge of heat that lights the target ablaze,
dealing 3x damage and Burning it for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Spend 1 additional Power to detonate the attack upon impact, dealing 2x damage to all other
targets in the same zone as the primary target and Burning them for one turn.
Spend 1 additional Power to have the detonation effect set the target zone ablaze for a
number of turns equal to the degrees of success. The fiery zone adds one turn of Burn to
targets inside the zone at the start of each turn for the duration of the effect.

freeze
full action

intellect

Spend 1 Power with your nanofax to blast the target with freezing cryogen, dealing 3x Armor
Destructive damage to the target.
Spend 1 additional Power to detonate the attack upon impact, dealing 2x Armor Destructive
damage to all other targets in the same zone as the primary target.
Spend 1 additional Power to have the detonation coat the target zone in ice for a number of
turns equal to the degrees of success. Grounded targets in the zone make a Reflex check at
the start of each turn to avoid being knocked down.

thermal field
full action

intellect

Spend 2 Power with your nanofax to generate a field that is either hot or cold for a number of
turns equal to the degrees of success. Targets that pass through the field take 3x damage and
are either Burned for 3 turns or lose 1 Initiative.
Thermal Field can apply to a weapon for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success,
allowing it to deal freezing Armor Destructive damage or inflict Burning with plasma.
You can surround yourself with the Thermal Field in order to defend yourself against melee
attackers, though the damage effect is reduced to 2x in this form. You are completely
immune to damage from heat and cold sources for the duration of the effect.

thermodynamic implosion
full action

innate: temperature control
passive
Tempers are able to use a nanofax to control the ambient temperature to warm, ignite, cool, and
freeze. A single Temper can keep a room warm against the cold of space or keep an overloaded
system cool and under control. You also take half damage from heat and cold sources.

intellect

Spend 5 Power with your nanofax to create a thermodynamic implosion that drains one
Initiative from all targets in the target zone, then deals damage to each target equal to their
lost Initiative value. You are immune to the effects of this attack.
The damage from this attack is Armor Destructive.
Affected targets are knocked down and Stunned for one turn.

spark

technical specialization

resource: power

electric surge

Gain maximum Power at the start of each combat round.

full action

intellect

Spend 1 Power with your nanofax to lash out with electricity that deals 3x Armor Piercing
damage to the target.
Spend 1 additional Power to electrocute the target, completely Incapacitating them for a
number of turns equal to the degrees of success. The target may attempt to break free from
incapacitation each turn using a Vigor check.
Spend 1 additional Power to charge the incapacitated target with electricity, causing all other
targets in the same zone to take 1x Armor Piercing damage at the start of each turn for the
duration of the effect. This effect persists even if the target breaks free from incapacitation.

power drain
full action

intellect

Use your nanofax to steal energy from your target, depleting 1 Specialization Resource from
the target to gain 1 Power.
Spend 1 Power to also transfer one Barrier value from the target to yourself.
Power Drain lowers the damage and barrier totals of the target’s actions by half and increases
the damage and barrier totals of your actions by half for a number of turns equal to the
degrees of success.

energize barrier
half action

no roll

Spend 1 Power with your nanofax to double the strength of an allied target’s Barrier value.
Spend 2 additional Power to double the strength of all Barrier values on the target.
When the target loses an Energized Barrier, their next attack damage is increased equal to
half of the lost Barrier value.

chain lightning
full action

innate: electric personality
passive
Enemies that attack you in melee combat are shocked for 1x damage. Whenever you lose
a Barrier value, you recycle the lost energy to gain 1 Power. You also take half damage from
electrical sources.

intellect

Spend 5 Power with your Nanofax to launch an arc of electricity that deals 3x damage. If
successful, the attack jumps to another target in the same zone with 1x less damage. This
continues until the attack misses or the damage potential is depleted.
Chain Lightning begins at 4x damage and is able to jump into adjacent zones.
Chain Lightning now deals Armor Piercing damage.

psionic specializations

esper

psionic specialization

resource: focus

telepathic aid

Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

full action

presence

Support a biological ally’s mind directly, restoring their highest lost Resistance value and
granting them one specialization resource.
Spend 1 Focus to also place a mental block in the target’s psyche, removing one strike against
their Mind and negating the next Mental Damage they receive.
The target gains Luck for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

m e n t a l a s s a u lt
full action

presence

Attack a biological target with your telepathy, dealing 1x Mental Damage. Mental damage
ignores Armor, but is affected by barriers.
Physical contact with the target increases the damage dealt to 2x.
Spend 2 Focus to affect all enemies in the same and adjacent zones.

hallucination
full action

presence

Spend 1 Focus to plant a thought in an Imposed target’s mind, causing them to act
irrationally for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Spend 1 additional Focus to deplete Initiative from the target equal to the degrees of success.
Spend 2 additional Focus to affect all enemies in the same and adjacent zones.

innate: telepathy
half action

presence

You are able to touch the minds of other biological targets within the same or adjacent zone
for communication and observation purposes. Minds that are very familiar to you may be
reached anywhere within planetary range. Surface thoughts can be accessed freely without
alerting the target, but deep interrogation into the target’s mind requires continual contest
of your Presence check against the target’s Willpower check. The loser of the contest takes
mental damage equal to the degrees of success. An Imposed target is unable to contest
your Presence.

dominate
full action

presence

Spend 5 Focus to seize control of an Imposed biological target for a number of turns equal to
the degrees of success.
While under your control, all of the target’s action rolls are increased by 2.
The target takes one strike against their Life at the end of the effect.

empath

psionic specialization

resource: focus

somatic healing

Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

full action

presence

Spend 1 Focus to restore the highest lost Endurance value of all biological allies in the same
zone and stabilize them if they are Dying. You cannot affect yourself with this ability. You may
sacrifice any number of Endurance values to restore that many additional Endurance values
for the affected targets.
Spend 1 additional Focus to remove one detriment from affected targets.
Affected targets Regenerate for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

hysteria
full action

presence

Spend 1 Focus to flood the target with emotions, causing them to suffer your choice of Fear,
Rage, or Confusion for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
The difficulty of the target’s Refresh action rolls are increased by one level for the
duration of the effect.
Spend 2 additional Focus to affect all enemies in the same and adjacent zones.

pain reflection
passive
Whenever you lose an Endurance value, enemy biological targets in the same zone take
Mental damage equal to the value you lost.
Biological allies in the same zone benefit from Pain Reflection’s effects.
Pain Reflection can affect biological enemy targets in Adjacent zones.

resurrection
full action

innate: empathic presence
half action

presence

You are able to sense the emotions of other biological targets within the same or adjacent
zone. Your Awareness actions are able to detect the presence of sneaking and invisible
targets, but does not pinpoint their exact position. You can also attempt to influence the
emotions of others with a Presence check against the target’s Intellect check.

presence

Spend 5 Focus to remove a number of strikes against the Life of all biological targets in the
same zone equal to the degrees of success. All targets are stabilized.
Affected targets also restore their highest lost Endurance values and are Fortified.
Resurrection now reaches allies in Adjacent zones.

force

psionic specialization

resource: power

Gain maximum Power at the start of each combat round.

directed force
full action

willpower

Spend 1 Power to blast an enemy with pure kinetic force, dealing 3x damage and knocking
them down.
Spend up to 3 additional Power to throw the target that many zone distances in any direction.
Spend 2 additional Power to affect all targets in front of you in a cone or around you in the
same zone.

kinetic strikes
passive
Your fists are charged with kinetic energy, adding your Willpower attribute to the damage of
your unarmed melee attacks.
Spend up to 3 Power when making an unarmed attack to increase the damage by 1x each
and knock the target down.
Your unarmed attacks are Armor Destructive.

crush
full action

willpower

Spend 1 Power to Immobilize the target for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
The target takes 1x damage each turn for the duration of the effect.
Spend 1 additional Power to increase the damage of this attack to 2x and levitate the target
out of cover and into the air for the duration of the effect.
This attack is now Armor Destructive.

maelstrom
full action

innate: telekinesis
half action

willpower

Spend 5 Power to generate a whirling storm of kinetic energy in the target zone for a number
of turns equal to the degrees of success. Targets in the zone cannot make use of cover and
have their action rolls reduced by -3.

willpower

You are able to move objects at a distance with your mind. This can be sustained for a
number of turns equal to the degrees of success. Objects can be moved into an adjacent
zone this way, or propelled across up to 3 zones using a Full Action. You are also able to
make a controlled descent from any height with a Willpower check for every zone traversed.

Maelstrom dangerously hurls objects in the environment around at high speed, dealing 2x
damage to targets in the affected zone each turn. Maelstrom can pick up ambient material
such as sand, snow, water, and flames, adding special effects to the storm.
Maelstrom is strong enough to throw targets around like ragdolls, now reducing their action
rolls by a total of -6.

dynamo
resource: power

Gain maximum Power at the start of each combat round.

psionic specialization
psi pulse
full action

willpower

Spend 1 Power to strike a target with a pulse of pure psionic energy, dealing 2x Armor
Piercing damage to the target.
Spend up to 4 additional Power to launch that many more Psi Bursts at enemy targets.
Psi Pulses are able to curve around obstructions, corners, and most cover with the attack
action roll reduced by -2.

energy beam
full action

willpower

Spend 1 Power to project a beam of psionic energy that deals 3x damage to the target.
Spend 1 additional Power to strike all targets in the path of the beam.
Spend 1 Additional Power to blast through basic obstructions and deal 1x less damage to
targets behind them.

imbue
half action

no roll

Spend 1 Power to add your Willpower attribute to an allied target’s weapon damage for the
rest of the combat round.
Spend 1 additional Power to affect all allies in the target zone.
Imbue makes weapon attacks Barrier Destructive.

dynamic detonation
full action

innate: potential energy
passive
As a living psionic battery, the amount of damage you deal with psionic abilities is increased
by 1 for each Power you have in stock. You are also able to act as a temporary power source
for any technology with psitek interfaces.

willpower

Spend 5 Power to place an unstable orb of psionic energy that deals 3x Barrier Destructive
damage to everything in the target zone when it explodes. The explosion can occur
immediately or be triggered at any other time as an interrupt action.
Affected targets are Blinded for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
The explosion deals 1x more damage and destroys all basic obstructions in the zone.

repulsor

psionic specialization

resource: power

Gain maximum Power at the start of each combat round.

psi barrier
full action

willpower

Spend up to 3 Power to generate a Barrier Value for an allied target with potency equal to
twice the Power spent. (1 Power = 2x Barrier, 2 Power = 4x Barrier, 3 Power = 6x Barrier)
Barrier generated on an ally using Psi Barrier is duplicated on yourself.
Whenever Barrier values you create are destroyed by melee attacks, the attacker is
knocked down.

bolstered defense
passive
Damage you receive is reduced equal to your Willpower modifier.
Damage you receive is reduced equal to double your Willpower modifier.
Allies in the same zone benefit from your Bolstered Defense effect.

barrier transfer
full action

willpower

Spend 1 Power to transfer a Barrier value on the target to yourself, or from yourself to an ally.
Spend 2 additional Power to transfer all Barrier values on the target.
The recipient of the transferred Barrier is Fortified.

warding
full action

Spend 5 Power to cause the target zone to generate Barrier for allies equal to your Willpower
attribute each turn for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.

innate: deflect
free action

willpower

willpower

You are able to generate a concentrated psionic barrier that deflects enemy ranged attacks
aimed at you, including missile attacks. Deflect cannot defend against zone targeting effects.

Warding generates Barrier equal to double your Willpower.
Affected targets are Fortified each turn for the duration of the effect.

archon
resource: power

Gain maximum Power at the start of each combat round.

psionic specialization
heavy barrier
full action

willpower

Spend up to 5 Power to generate an equal number of 3x Barrier values for yourself.
Damage to your Barriers is reduced equal to the number of Power you have in stock.
Your Barrier is immune to Barrier Piercing and Barrier Destructive effects.

energy conversion
free action

no roll

Spend 1 Power during your turn to convert one of your Barrier values into a temporary
Armor, Endurance, or Resistance value that lasts until it is damaged or until the end of
the combat encounter.
Spend 1 Power when you take damage from a psionic source to generate a Barrier value
equal to the damage received.
Spend 1 additional Power to convert any number of your Barrier values simultaneously.

field reflection
passive
Whenever you lose a Barrier value due to damage, allies within the same zone gain Barrier
equal to half of what you lost.
Whenever you lose a Barrier value due to damage, enemies within the same zone take
damage equal to half of what you lost.
Field Reflection now functions equal to the Barrier value lost.

nova
full action

innate: indignation
passive
The rigors of combat fuel your fire. Whenever you lose an Armor, Endurance, or Resistance
value, you gain 1 Power.

willpower

Spend 5 Power to damage all targets in the same zone equal to your highest available
Barrier value.
Sacrifice any number of Barrier values to activate this attack again, dealing damage equal to
the lost Barrier value.
Allies protected by Barriers are immune to Nova’s effects.

blitz
resource: Riposte

Gain 1 Riposte whenever you successfully defend against attack.

psionic specialization
kinetic dash
full action

willpower

Spend 2 Riposte to launch yourself at a target in the adjacent zone, slamming into them for 2x
damage and knocking them down.
The impact from this attack causes a shockwave that deals 1x damage to all targets in the
same zone and knocks them down.
You are able to launch yourself at any unobstructed target within Line of Sight.

make haste
half action

willpower

Spend 1 Riposte to increase the target’s Initiative by 1. Their Dodge action rolls are increased
by +2 for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Spend 1 additional Riposte to affect all allies in the target zone.
Affected targets gain the benefits of your Accelerated passive effects for the duration
of the effect.

drain inertia
half action

willpower

Spend 1 Riposte to deplete the target’s Initiative by 1. Their attack action rolls are decreased
by -2 for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Spend 1 additional Riposte to affect all enemies in the target zone.
Affected targets are Immobilized for the duration of the effect.

scatter blast
full action

innate: accelerated
passive
By storing up kinetic energy, you are able to move much faster. Movement actions can
traverse two zones instead of just one. Reposition actions can now put you into an adjacent
zone. The difficulty of bypassing obstructions is lowered by one level.

willpower

Spend 5 Riposte to cause all targets in the target zone to be blasted out of cover and into the
nearest wall or adjacent zone. Affected targets are knocked down.
Affected targets take 2x Barrier Destructive damage.
Affected targets make a Vigor check against being Stunned until the end of their next turn.

wraith
resource: combo

Gain 1 Combo whenever you successfully damage a target with an
attack action.

psionic specialization
entropy
full action

presence

Deteriorate your enemy with entropic forces, dealing 1x damage that completely ignores the
target’s Armor.
Spend 1 Combo to Poison the target for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
This Poison can affect mechanical targets.
Spend 1 Combo to make this attack Barrier Piercing.

annihilate
free action

no roll

Sacrifice one of your Endurance values to add that much damage to your next attack.
If the target is afflicted with Fear or Poison, the sacrificed value is doubled.
Defeating a target afflicted with Fear or Poison grants you 1 specialization resource.

malice
passive

presence

Biological enemies in the same zone automatically lose their lowest available Resistance
value at the start of your turn.
Affected targets must make a Willpower check against Fear.
Damage you deal to targets afflicted with Fear or Poison is increased equal to the number of
Combo you have in stock, up to a maximum of 10.

miasma
full action

innate: consumption
passive
Consume the psionic energy of your enemies! Whenever you directly damage a target’s
Endurance or Resistance, you restore your lowest lost Endurance or Resistance value accordingly.

presence

Spend 5 Combo to generate an entropic field that drains the life of Biological enemies in the
target zone. Affected targets lose their highest available Endurance value at the start of each
turn and must make a Willpower check against Fear.
Affected targets within the zone are Blinded.
Allies within the zone benefit from your Consumption passive effects.

exotic specializations

combine
resource: combo

Gain 1 Combo whenever you successfully damage a target with an
attack action.

exotic specialization
resurgence
half action

no roll

Spend 2 Combo to restore your highest lost Endurance and Armor Values.
Spend 1 additional Combo to also remove one strike against your life.
The next damage taken is completely negated.

frenzy
free action

no roll

Take 1x mental damage to generate 1 Combo.
You may also choose to become Enraged for 3 turns to generate 1 additional Combo.
Becoming Enraged by Frenzy grants you 2 Combo instead of just 1.

absorption
passive
Physically interact with an energy source to restore your highest lost Endurance and
Resistance value. Repeated use can disrupt technical systems.
Absorption activates when you make a melee attack against an enemy’s Barrier.
You gain 1 Combo when you take damage from psionic sources.

unleashed
innate: symbiosis
passive
The Combine Symbiote emerges to defend its host during combat, increasing all Endurance
Values by 2 and providing life support. The Symbiote can consume equipment out of
combat and regenerate it at will during combat as a free action. If you ever enter the
Imposed or Dying state, the Symbiote will temporarily take control of your body and will act
aggressively towards any perceived threat.

free action

no roll

Spend 5 Combo to unleash the full power of your Symbiote for the next 3 turns. You gain +3
to all actions and have Regeneration for the duration of the effect.
Enemy targets in the same zone are stricken with Fear upon activation.
Unleashed lasts for the entire combat round.

data angel
resource: combo

Gain 1 Combo whenever you successfully damage a target with an
attack action.

exotic specialization
ricochet
full action

intellect

Spend 2 Combo to launch your Halo at an enemy in the same or adjacent zone. If it strikes the
target, it seeks out a second target in the same or adjacent zone. The Halo returns to you at
the conclusion of this attack.
Ricochet can strike up to three targets before returning.
Ricochet continues to strike targets until it misses or runs out of valid targets.

sentry mode
half action

intellect

Spend 1 Combo to put your Halo into sentry mode. The halo will automatically fire pistol
type attacks at nearby threats for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success. The halo
cannot be used as a weapon or nanofax with other skills while it is in Sentry Mode.
Spend a second Combo to allow the Halo to defend you against attacks for the duration of
the effect, granting 1x damage mitigation.
Successful attacks from the Sentry Mode Halo grant you 1 Combo.

gemini
passive
Out of combat, you can create a psitek replica of yourself that can be controlled remotely within
planetary range. A Gemini requires one full day of downtime to create and you are incapacitated
while controlling the replica. The Gemini can perform any action that you are personally capable
of. You take 2x mental damage when the Gemini takes a strike against its life.
Gemini now utilizes quantum entanglement and has no maximum range.
You are able to move freely while controlling the Gemini, but cannot perform combat actions.

t e c h n i c a l d i f f i c u lt i e s
full action

innate: halo
passive
You are attuned to an advanced psitek device called a Halo. The Halo is in the shape of a
chakram and serves as both a melee blade weapon and a nanofax. When it is hovering
above your head, you are able to mentally interact with computer systems in the same or
adjacent zone.

intellect

Spend 5 Combo to disable all enemy technical devices in the same and adjacent zones for a
number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
All affected targets take 1x damage directly to their Endurance upon activation.
Each affected target suffers one special malfunction effect on one piece of equipped
technical equipment.

technomage
resource: power

Gain maximum Power at the start of each combat round.

exotic specialization
reversion
free action

no roll

Spend 2 Power to reroll any action roll that has just occurred.
Spend a third Power to adjust the reroll total by +/- 3.
Allies affected by Reversion gain Luck until the end of their next turn.

warp
full action

intellect

Once per turn, you can spend 2 Power to warp instantly to any location within Line of Sight.
Failing the action roll will result in an incorrect destination point.
Spend two additional Power to generate a portal between the two points that anyone can
use for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Out of combat, you can spend 1 hour to create a permanent portal that links to any location
within planetary range that you have affinity with. It takes one day of downtime to build
affinity with a location.

mimic
full action

intellect

Spend 1 Power after another character uses a technical action that you do not have in order
to make a record of it that lasts for the combat round. Spend 3 Power to replicate the effect of
a recorded technical action without paying its specialization resources.
Lowers your critical threshold by 2 when using Mimic on the same target that you recorded
the action from.
Mimic records last for the entire combat encounter.

time lock
full action

innate: tesseract
passive
Technomages carry a Tesseract, a psitek device that is usually in the form of a staff.
The Tesseract allows the technomage to use technical abilities in a way that gives the
appearance of magic. The tesseract also allows the technomage to glimpse into probable
futures. Whenever you make an action roll, you roll two dice and choose one to calculate
degrees of success.

intellect

Spend 5 Power to cause targets in the selected zone to skip all of their remaining turns in
the current combat round. These targets are immune to all outside effects for the duration of
Time Lock. Anything entering the target zone during Time Lock will be caught in the effect.
Affected targets are Confused until the end of their next turn when the Time Lock effect ends.
Only enemies within the target zone are affected by Time Lock.

mechanoid
resource: power

Gain maximum Power at the start of each combat round.

exotic specialization
automechanic
half action

no roll

Spend 2 Power to trigger your automated repair systems and restore your highest lost
Endurance Value.
Spend 1 additional Power to also repair your highest lost Armor Value.
You gain Regeneration for the rest of the combat round.

overdrive
free action

no roll

Bypass safety limits to put your systems into overdrive. At the start of a combat round, you
may sacrifice your lowest available Endurance Value to gain +1 Initiative.
You can sacrifice your lowest available Armor Value instead.
Overdrive grants a total of +2 Initiative.

machine might
passive
You have the strength of multiple mundane members of your species. Your unarmed attacks
add your Vigor attribute to the total damage.
You can spend 1 Power to attempt to knock the target down against their Reflex check.
You can spend 1 Power to make your unarmed attacks Armor Destructive.

emergency armoring
half action

innate: heavy frame
passive
Being at least partly mechanical, your ability to endure damage is greatly improved over
your purely biological companions. All of your Endurance Values are increased by 3 points
and you have built-in life support functions.

vigor

Spend 5 Power to bolster your exterior defenses, generating a temporary Armor Value equal
to 3x the degrees of success.
Emergency Armoring generates an Armor Value at 4x the degrees of success.
Emergency Armoring generates two Armor Values at once.

aesir
resource: focus
Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

exotic specialization
self sacrifice
half action

no roll

Spend 1 Focus to redirect half of the Endurance damage taken by allies in the same zone to
yourself until your next turn. The damage you receive is equally distributed between your
Endurance and your Resistance.
You are Fortified when you activate this ability.
If you took damage from Self Sacrifice, you gain 2 Focus when the effect ends.

levitation
passive
You are hovering up to 1 meter off the ground at all times unless otherwise specified. You can
enter full flight with a movement action for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Your dodge action rolls are increased by +2 while hovering.
Spend any number of Focus while in the air to increase the number of zones you can traverse
with a movement action by one each.

g l e a m i n g a s s a u lt
free action

no roll

Spend 2 Focus to add your Willpower attribute to your Glimmer Weapon attacks for the rest of
the combat round.
Your Glimmer Weapon attacks are Barrier Piercing for the duration of the Gleaming
Assault effect.
Your basic Glimmer Weapon attacks in Blade or Pistol form are considered Half Actions for
the duration of the Gleaming Assault effect.

radiance
full action

innate: glimmer weapon
passive
The glimmer ring is an advanced psitek device able to take the form of any type of melee
or ranged weapon and may be used by abilities that call for specific weapon types. Using
a glimmer weapon is always based on Willpower regardless of the attribute specified by
abilities. Glimmers cannot be modified.

willpower

Spend 3 Focus to become the only valid target for your enemies to attack for a number
of turns equal to the degrees of success. You are Fortified at the start of each turn for the
duration of the Radiance effect.
After taking damage during the Radiance effect, you gain Barrier equal to the damage taken.
Enemies that deal damage to you are Blinded until the end of their next turn.

gestalt
resource: focus
Gain 1 Focus at the start of each turn.

exotic specialization
domino
full action

presence

Spend 2 Focus to link up to three targets together. The next allied action that affects one
target affects the other linked targets at half the full effect.
The link lasts for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Up to five targets can now be linked.

omnivision
passive
Your link with your allies is strengthened, allowing you to share their line of sight at all times.
You can allow all of your allies to share line of sight with each other.
The defensive rolls made by you and your allies against ambush attacks are increased by 3.

nature affinity
full action

presence

Spend 1 Focus to influence non-sapient life forms in the same or adjacent zone to do your
bidding for a single action.
Your influence over life last for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Use Nature Affinity to grant a biological non-sapient minion Luck for a number of turns equal
to the degrees of success.

unity
full action

innate: neural linkstone
passive
Your mind is linked with your allies by a psitek crystal implanted in your forehead, allowing
you to initiate telepathic communication with them at any time. If an ally also has a
linkstone, the communication with them cannot be intercepted.

presence

Spend 5 Focus to grant all allies affected by your Linkstone access to any specialization ability
known by the party for a number of turns equal to the degrees of success.
Any resource can be substituted for a resource needed to use an ability through
Commonality that the character does not generate.
Affected allies are able to use each other as conduits for their psionic abilities, using the
specified ally to determine the action’s usable range.

